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Bill 93-7-F
LIBRARY COPY CENTER TELEPHONE
Introduced: November 16, 1993

PURPOSE: To place a campus telephone in the copy center on the second floor of Helm Library at a cost of $170, on the condition that the Dean of Library offices will pay the $15 per month line charge.

WHEREAS: The library staff is very cooperative when called concerning problems with the copy machines, and

WHEREAS: There is not currently a telephone in the copying center on the second floor of Helm Library, making calling the library staff difficult, and

WHEREAS: Students needing copies often have large amounts of materials, making leaving the copy center to find a telephone inconvenient and difficult, and

WHEREAS: Office of Telephone Communications has estimated a cost of $140 to install the telephone line and $30 to purchase the telephone itself with a $15 monthly charge for use of the line.

THEREFORE: Be it resolved that we, the members of Student Government Association request that a campus telephone be placed in the copy center on the second floor of Helm Library at a cost of $170 on the condition that the Dean of Library offices assume the $15 monthly line charge.

AUTHOR: Julie Davis

SPONSOR: Campus Improvements
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